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Understanding the emergent phenomena of QCD

Hadron Structure Hadron formation 4

“In philosophy, systems 
theory, science, and art, 
emergence occurs when an 
entity is observed to have 
properties its parts do not 
have on their own, properties 
or behaviors which emerge 
only when the parts interact in 
a wider whole.”  Wiki
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Intrinsic spin contribution
by valence  & sea quarks

EMC Collaboration (1989)
Asymmetry measurements from Deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized muons on longitudinally polarized proton
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functions of x only [10] so that 

M2vGl(Q2, v ) ~ g l ( x ) ,  Mv2G2(Q2, v ) ~ g 2 ( x ) .  (2) 

These structure functions can be obtained from experiments in which longitudi- 
nally polarised muons are scattered from longitudinally polarised target nucleons by 
measuring the asymmetry 

d o ; l  - d o * t  
A =  d o T + + d o  ~* " (3) 

This asymmetry is related through the optical theorem to the virtual photon 
asymmetries A 1 and A2 by 

w h e r e  

A = D(A 1 + ~lA2) , (4) 

01/2- -03 /2  OTL 
A1 - , A 2 - , ( 5 , 6 )  

0 1 / 2 + 0 3 / 2  0 T 

y ( 2 - y )  2 ( 1 - y )  V ~  
D = y z + 2 ( 1 - y ) ( l + R ) '  B = y ( 2 - y )  ~ -  (7,8) 

Here 01/2(%/2) is the virtual photoabsorption cross section when the projection of 
the total angular momentum of the photon-nucleon system along the incident 

1 lepton direction is ~£ (~), o r = ~(Ol/2 + %/2) is the total transverse photoabsorption 
cross section and OTL is a term arising from the interference between transverse and 
longitudinal amplitudes. The term R in eq. (7) is the ratio of the longitudinal to 
transverse photoabsorption cross sections and D can be regarded as a depolarisa- 
tion factor of the virtual photon. 

The asymmetries A 1 and A 2 can be expressed in terms of the structure functions 
gl and g2 [11] as 

1 1 
Al=(gl- 'g2g2)-~l ,  A2 = y(gl  -I- g2) ~1,  (9,10) 

where F~ is the spin independent structure function of the proton (the explicit 
(Q2, x) dependence of the structure functions has been omitted for brevity) and 
y =(2Mx/Ey)  ~/2. Hence eliminating g2 we obtain to first order in ~,, gl = 
FI(A 1 + 7A2). Substituting for A 1 from eq. (4) gives 

gl = FI( A /D + ( ~ -  ~)A2)- 
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There are rigorous positivity limits on the asymmetries [12], i.e. ]A~I _< 1 and 
[A2] < ~ - .  Since ~,, ~ and R are all small in the kinematic range of this experiment 
the term in A 2 may be neglected and 

so that 

m 1 ~- A / D ,  (11)  

gl = AtF1 = AIF2/2x(1 + R ) , (12) 

where F 2 is the second spin independent proton structure function. Neglecting A 2 
in this way is equivalent to neglecting the contribution of g2 which has been shown 
to have a negligible effect [13]. 

The structure function gl(x)  is obtained as follows. The asymmetry A (eq. (3)) is 
obtained from the experimental data, from which the virtual photon asymmetry A 1 
is deduced via eq. (11). The structure function gt(x)  is then obtained from eq. (12) 
using the known values of F 2 and R. The effect of neglecting A 2 is included in the 
systematic error, using the above mentioned limits for A 2. 

3. Theoretical models 

By angular momentum conservation, a spin-1 parton cannot absorb a photon 
when their two helicities are parallel. Hence in the quark-par ton model (QPM), 
01/2(03/2) can only receive contributions from partons whose helicities are parallel 
(antiparallel) to that of the nucleon. Hence it follows that 

Al 01/2 - -  O3/2 -- Ee2(q[(x )  -- q[(x)) (13) 
01/2 03/2 Ee2(qT(x) + q/ (x) )  ' 

where q + ( ) ( x )  is the distribution function for quarks of flavour i and charge 
number e, whose helicity is parallel (antiparallel) to that of the nucleon. The sum is 
over all quark flavours i. In this model F 1 is given by 

Fl(x  ) = ~ _ , e ? ( q [ ( x )  + q [ ( x ) ) .  

Hence from eqs. (12) and (13), it follows that 

g l ( x )  : ½ Y~e?(q + ( x )  - q [ ( x ) ) .  (14) 

In the simple non-relativistic QPM [14] in which the proton consists of three 
valence quarks in an SU(6) symmetric wave function, A p = ~ and A[' = 0 and are 
independent of x. Such a model clearly did not describe the SLAC data. Many 
models, mainly based on the QPM, were developed to predict the behaviour of the 
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The systematic errors in the two results have different origins, being dominated 
by the uncertainty due to possible false asymmetries from acceptance effects in the 
EMC case and by the value of R in the SLAC case. Therefore the systematic errors 
can be combined as if they were statistical, giving 

f °7gPdx = 0.092 ± 0.006 _+ 0.010, 
0.1 

(43) 

where a further 5% contribution has now been added for the uncertainty in F 2 in 
this x range. In addition the EMC data alone give 

f0 .1 P .01g I dx  = 0.030 + 0.008 +_ 0.007, (44) 

where the systematic error includes the uncertainty in F 2. In combining eqs. (43) 
and (44), care must be taken regarding the correlation in the uncertainties for EMC 
data in the low and high x ranges. If the systematic errors in eqs. (43) and (44) were 
uncorrelated, they should be added in quadrature whereas if they were correlated 
they should be added linearly. Since eq. (43) was obtained with approximately equal 
contributions from SLAC and EMC, the mean of the values of the two approaches 
is taken. Adding the contributions from extrapolating into the unmeasured regions 
gives 

fo LgPdx = 0.126 + 0.010 _+ 0.015. (45) 

The value expected for this integral from the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule (17) is 
0.189 ± 0.005 using the current values of F/D = 0.631 _+ 0.018 [52], gA = 1.254 +_ 
0.006 and a~ = 0.27 _+ 0.02 at Q2 = 10.7GeV 2. The measured value is inconsistent 
with this prediction. 

IO. Discussion of the results and conclusions 

The QCD corrected parton model expression for the integral of gl p can be 
written [53] 

Fp= ~glPdX= 1 -  + + 2  1 a o , (46) 

where the aj  are directly related to the proton matrix elements of the nonet of axial 
vector currents A~ = ' t ' y "%(Xi /2 ) ' t  ", j = 0, 1 . . . .  8 by <P, SIA~IP, S> = 2MajS ~ 
where S ~ is the covariant spin vector of the proton. 

QCD Corrected 
Quark Parton Model
(Ellis-Jaffe Sum rule)
0.189 ± 0.005
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IL NUOVO CIMENTO Vol. ?, N. ? ?

The Nucleon Spin Sum Rule

M. Burkardt(1)

(1) New Mexico State University - Las Cruces, N.M.

Summary. — Definitions of orbital angular momentum based on Wigner distri-
butions are used as a framework to discuss the connection between the Ji definition
of the quark orbital angular momentum and that of Ja!e and Manohar. We find
that the di!erence between these two definitions can be interpreted as the change
in the quark orbital angular momentum due to final state interactions as it leaves
the target in a DIS experiment.

PACS 14.20 – Dh.

1. – Angular Momentum Decompositions

Since the famous EMC experiments revealed that only a small fraction of the nucleon
spin is due to quark spins [1], there has been a great interest in ‘solving the spin puzzle’,
i.e. in decomposing the nucleon spin into contributions from quark/gluon spin and orbital
degrees of freedom. In this e!ort, the Ji decomposition [2]

1

2
=

1

2

!

q

"q +
!

q

Lz
q + Jz

g(1)

appears to be very useful: through GPDs, not only the quark spin contributions "q
but also the quark total angular momenta Jq ! 1

2"q + Lz
q (and by subtracting the spin

piece also the the quark orbital angular momenta Lz
q) entering this decomposition can

be accessed experimentally. The terms in (1) are defined as expectation values of the
corresponding terms in the angular momentum tensor

M0xy =
!

q

1

2
q†#zq +

!

q

q†
"

!r " i !D
#z

q +
$

!r "
"

!E " !B
#%z

(2)

in a nucleon state with zero momentum. Here i !D = i!"#g !A is the gauge-covariant deriva-
tive. The main advantages of this decomposition are that each term can be expressed as
the expectation value of a manifestly gauge invariant local operator and that the quark
total angular momentum Jq = 1

2"q+Lq can be related to GPDs [2] and is thus accessible

c! Società Italiana di Fisica 1
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in deeply virtual Compton scattering and deeply virtual meson production and can also
be calculated in lattice gauge theory.

Ja!e and Manohar have proposed an alternative decomposition of the nucleon spin,
which does have a partonic interpretation [3], and in which also two terms, 1

2"q and "G,
are experimentally accessible

1

2
=

1

2

!

q

"q +
!

q

Lq +"G+ Lg.(3)

The individual terms in (3) can be defined as matrix elements of the corresponding terms
in the +12 component of the angular momentum tensor

M+12=
1

2

!

q

q†+!5q+ +
!

q

q†+

"

"r ! i"#
#z

q+ + $+!ijTrF+iAj + 2TrF+j
"

"r ! i"#
#z

Aj(4)

for a nucleon polarized in the +ẑ direction. The first and third term in (3),(4) are the
‘intrinsic’ contributions (no factor of "r!) to the nucleon’s angular momentum Jz = + 1

2
and have a physical interpretation as quark and gluon spin respectively, while the second
and fourth term can be identified with the quark/gluon OAM. Here q+ " 1

2!
!!+q is

the dynamical component of the quark field operators, and light-cone gauge A+ " A0 +
Az = 0 is implied. The residual gauge invariance can be fixed by imposing anti-periodic
boundary conditions "A"(x",#) = $ "A"(x",$#) on the transverse components of the
vector potential. L also naturally arises in a light-cone wave function description of
hadron states, where 1

2 = 1
2

$

q "q +"G + L, in the sense of an eigenvalue equation, is
manifestly satisfied for each Fock component individually [4].

A variation of (1) has been suggested in Ref. [5], where part of Lz
q is attributed to the

glue as ’potential angular momentum’. As we will discuss in the following, the potential
angular momentum also has a more physical interpretation as the e!ect from final state
interactions. Other decompositions, in which only one term is experimentally accessible,
will not be discussed in this brief note.

2. – Orbital Angular Momentum from Wigner Distributions

Wigner distributions can be defined as defined as o! forward matrix elements of non-
local correlation functions [6, 7, 8]

WU (x,"b","k") "

%

d2"q"
(2%)2

%

d2&"d&
!

(2%)3
e!i!q!·!b!ei(xP

+""!!k!·!"!)%P #S#|q̄(0)#U0"q(&)|PS&(5)

with P+ = P+#, P" = $P #
" = q!

2 . Throughout this paper, we will chose "S = "S# = "̂z.
Furthermore, we will focus on the ’good’ component by selecting # = !+. In order to
ensure manifest gauge invariance, a Wilson line gauge link U0" connecting the quark field
operators at position 0 and & must be included [9, 10]. The issue of choice of path for
the Wilson line will be addressed below.

In terms of Wigner distributions, quark OAM can be defined as [11]

LU =

%

dxd2"b"d
2"k"

"

"b" ! "k"

#

z
WU (x,"b","k").(6)

Ji’s decomposition Jaffe-Manohar decomposition

<latexit sha1_base64="4PlRPPV6vy7+A85jwG1pRhofJ6w=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqDvdBEuhbspMKT52RTcuK9gHdIaSSdM2NJkZkoxQhoIbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/BvTdhbaeuByD+fcS3JPEHOmtON8Wyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t6+fXDYVFEiCW2QiEeyHWBFOQtpQzPNaTuWFIuA01Ywupn6rQcqFYvCez2OqS/wIGR9RrA2Utc+9hQTqORWEPJiga7mza2eecWuXXDKzgxombgZKUCGetf+8noRSQQNNeFYqY7rxNpPsdSMcDrJe4miMSYjPKAdQ0MsqPLT2Q0TVDRKD/UjaSrUaKb+3kixUGosAjMpsB6qRW8q/ud1Et2/9FMWxommIZk/1E840hGaBoJ6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiCUm2sSWNyG4iycvk2al7J6Xq3fVQu06iyMHJ3AKJXDhAmpwC3VoAIFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYj65Y2c4R/IH1+QPuC5SC</latexit>

⇠ (12± 9± 14)%

u

u d
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range of the observations and allows the spin structure of the proton to be studied 
in detail. 

In this paper the measurements of the spin dependent asymmetry in the cross 
section for muon scattering are described, from which the spin dependent structure 
function of the proton g l (x )  is deduced. Here x is the fraction of the momentum of 
the proton carried by the struck quark. The integral of gl(x) over x was used to test 
the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule [5] and to investigate the contribution of the spin of the 
quarks to the proton spin. 

The final results presented here both extend and supersede those described in 
previous publications [6-8]. 

2. The formalism of polarised deep inelastic scattering 

The difference in the cross sections for deep inelastic scattering of muons 
polarised antiparallel and parallel to the spin of the target proton can be written in 
the single photon exchange approximation (for a review of the notation and 
previous work see ref. [9]) 

d2o d2o I"= 
d Q 2  d v  ] 

4~t~ 2 
E202 [ M ( E +  E'cosO)GI( Q 2, v) - Q2G2( Q2, v)],  

(1) 

where the variables are defined in table 1. The functions G I ( Q  2, ~') and G2(Q 2, v) 
are the spin dependent structure functions of the target nucleon. In the scaling limit 
as Q2 and u become large these structure functions are expected to become 

TABLE 1 
Definition of the kinematic variables used 

D1 

M 
1 

s = - - (k ,O,O,  E) 
m 

s=(o , s )  
k = ( E , k )  
k ' = ( E ' , k ' )  
P = (M,O) 
q = k -  k ' = ( v , q )  
Q2 = q2 = 4EE'  sin2(0/2) 
v = P - q / M = E  E' 
0 
x = Q 2 / 2  My 
.v = v/E 

lepton rest mass 
proton rest mass 

lepton-spin four-vector 

proton-spin four-vector 
four-momentum of incident lepton 
four-momentum of scattered lepton 
four-momentum of target proton 
four momentum transfer 
(invariant mass) 2 of virtual photon 
energy of the virtual photon in the laboratory 
scattering angle in the laboratory 
Bjorken scaling variable 
Bjorken scaling variable 
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The systematic errors in the two results have different origins, being dominated 
by the uncertainty due to possible false asymmetries from acceptance effects in the 
EMC case and by the value of R in the SLAC case. Therefore the systematic errors 
can be combined as if they were statistical, giving 

f °7gPdx = 0.092 ± 0.006 _+ 0.010, 
0.1 

(43) 

where a further 5% contribution has now been added for the uncertainty in F 2 in 
this x range. In addition the EMC data alone give 

f0 .1 P .01g I dx  = 0.030 + 0.008 +_ 0.007, (44) 

where the systematic error includes the uncertainty in F 2. In combining eqs. (43) 
and (44), care must be taken regarding the correlation in the uncertainties for EMC 
data in the low and high x ranges. If the systematic errors in eqs. (43) and (44) were 
uncorrelated, they should be added in quadrature whereas if they were correlated 
they should be added linearly. Since eq. (43) was obtained with approximately equal 
contributions from SLAC and EMC, the mean of the values of the two approaches 
is taken. Adding the contributions from extrapolating into the unmeasured regions 
gives 

fo LgPdx = 0.126 + 0.010 _+ 0.015. (45) 

The value expected for this integral from the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule (17) is 
0.189 ± 0.005 using the current values of F/D = 0.631 _+ 0.018 [52], gA = 1.254 +_ 
0.006 and a~ = 0.27 _+ 0.02 at Q2 = 10.7GeV 2. The measured value is inconsistent 
with this prediction. 

IO. Discussion of the results and conclusions 

The QCD corrected parton model expression for the integral of gl p can be 
written [53] 

Fp= ~glPdX= 1 -  + + 2  1 a o , (46) 

where the aj  are directly related to the proton matrix elements of the nonet of axial 
vector currents A~ = ' t ' y "%(Xi /2 ) ' t  ", j = 0, 1 . . . .  8 by <P, SIA~IP, S> = 2MajS ~ 
where S ~ is the covariant spin vector of the proton. 
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Thus, as expected, the u quarks are predominantly polarised parallel to the proton 
spin and the d quarks antiparallel. However, in this model, the strange quarks are 
also polarised antiparallel to the proton spin and only (12 + 9 + 14)% of the spin of 
the proton arises from the spin of its constituent quarks. Assuming, further, that the 
light quark sea is symmetric between u and d quarks and polarised to the same 
extent as that for strange quarks, together with the assumption that there are twice 
as many u or d quarks in the sea as strange quarks [1], it follows that 

<~)val . . . .  = ~(Au + A d -  4As) = +0.535 _+ 0.032_+ 0.046, 

<~),,ea = 5As = --0.475 +_ 0.080 +_ 0,115. (52) 

Hence, with these assumptions, we see that the spin of the valence quarks com- 
pletely accounts for the spin of the proton, but that it is almost exactly cancelled out 
by an equal and opposite contribution from the sea quarks. 

These are surprising results in view of the success of the static quark model in 
explaining such phenomena as the ratio of the neutron to proton magnetic mo- 
ments. In this it is assumed that the spin of the nucleon is due entirely to the spin of 
its valence quarks, without a contribution from sea quarks. 

The validity of the result (45) was initially questioned [55] on the grounds that 
gP(x) could diverge as x tends to zero, giving a large contribution to the integral 
from the unmeasured region (x < 0.01). It was argued that gP(x) could vary like 
1/x ln2x at small x as was once suggested on the basis of the Pomeron-Pomeron 
cut [56]. Such behaviour is no longer favoured on theoretical grounds [48,57-59] 
and, although it cannot definitely be excluded, there is no divergent tendency in the 
data (fig. 12). In addition, the integral converges well as x tends to zero (fig. 13). 

It has also been suggested [59] that there could be significant higher twist effects 
which would reduce the value of Fp in the Q2 range of this experiment and partially 
explain the low measured value. To check this idea the data have been split into two 
Q2 ranges ,  above and below 8 GeV 2, and f'p determined in each range. In the lower 
Q2 range, combining the EMC and SLAC data and using the averaged F 2 as 
described above (see subsect. 9.1), the result is Fp(Q 2) = 0.130 _+ 0.015 _+ 0.018 at a 
mean Q 2 =  4.8 GeV< In the upper Q2 range, using the EMC data alone and the 
same averaged F 2 as above, the result i s / , p ( Q 2 )  = 0.114 _+ 0.021 _+ 0.019 at a mean 
Q2 of 17.2 GeV 2. It can thus be seen that there is no significant Q2 dependence of 
/'p in the range covered by the data. This was also to be expected from the very 
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The value of  F2/(1 + R)  for x < 0.03 was taken to be constant  as expected from 
Regge theory [46] and as confirmed experimentally up to Q 2 =  7 GeV 2 [471. The 
da ta  in fig. 12 tend to be constant  (within errors) for x < 0.2 as predicted from 
simple Regge theory [46, 48]. 

9. The integral of gP over x 

9.1. THE EMC DATA ALONE 

In integrat ing gP over x the values of  A 1 were assumed constant  over each x bin, 
but  the funct ion F 2 / 2 x ( 1  + R )  was integrated numerically for each bin because of 
its rapid variat ion for x > 0.3. Fig. 13 shows the values of  this integral f rom the low 
edge of  each bin to x = 1, plotted against the low edge of  the bin, together with the 
data  f rom SLAC [2, 3]. The inner and outer error bars are the statistical and total 
errors. It should be noted that the errors are cumulative, i.e. each error contains the 
cont r ibut ion  from all the previous points at higher x. The normalisation error is 
included in the total error. The smooth curve is the integral obtained by using the 
parameter isa t ion of  A 1 (eq. (34)) which was used to estimate the contributions from 
the regions in x not covered by the data, i.e. x < 0.01 and x > 0.7. 

It can be seen that contributions from the lower x bins are small and the integral 
converges well. The values of  the integral shown in fig. 13 were obtained using a 
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Fig. 3. The spin-dependent structure function xgp
1 at the measured values of Q 2 as 

a function of x. The COMPASS data at 200 GeV (red squares) are compared to the 
results at 160 GeV (blue circles) and to the SMC results at 190 GeV (green crosses) 
for Q 2 > 1 (GeV/c)2. The bands from top to bottom indicate the systematic un-
certainties for SMC 190 GeV, COMPASS 200 GeV and COMPASS 160 GeV. (Coloured 
version online.)

Fig. 4. World data on the spin-dependent structure function gp
1 as a function of 

Q 2 for various values of x with all COMPASS data in red (full circles: 160 GeV, full 
squares: 200 GeV). The lines represent the Q 2 dependence for each value of x, as 
determined from a NLO QCD fit (see Section 6). The dashed ranges represent the 
region with W 2 < 10 (GeV/c2)2. Note that the data of the individual x bins are 
staggered for clarity by adding 12.1–0.7i, i = 0 . . .17. (Coloured version online.)

6. NLO QCD fit of g1 world data

We performed a new NLO QCD fit of the spin-dependent struc-
ture function g1 in the DIS region, Q 2 > 1 (GeV/c)2, considering 
all available proton, deuteron and 3He data. The fit is performed in 
the MS renormalisation and factorisation scheme. For the fit, the 
same program is used as in Ref. [20], which was derived from pro-
gram 2 in Ref. [17]. The region W 2 < 10 (GeV/c2)2 is excluded as 
it was in recent analyses [21]. Note that the impact of higher-twist 

effects when using a smaller W 2 cut is considered in Ref. [22]. The 
total number of data points used in the fit is 495 (see Table 2), the 
number of COMPASS data points is 138.

The neutron structure function gn
1 is extracted from the 3He 

data, while the nucleon structure function gN
1 is obtained as 

gN
1 (x, Q 2) = 1

1 ! 1.5 !D
gd

1(x, Q 2), (9)

where !D is a correction for the D-wave state in the deuteron, 
!D = 0.05 ± 0.01 [27], and the deuteron structure function gd

1 is 
given per nucleon. The quark singlet distribution "qS(x), the quark 
non-singlet distributions "q3(x) and "q8(x), as well as the gluon 
helicity distribution "g(x), which appear in the NLO expressions 
for gp

1 , gn
1 and gN

1 (see e.g. Ref. [17]), are parametrised at a refer-
ence scale Q 2

0 as follows: 

" fk(x) = #k
x$k (1 ! x)%k (1 + &kx )

! 1
0 x$k (1 ! x)%k (1 + &kx )dx

. (10)

Here, " fk(x) (k = S, 3, 8, g) represents "qS(x), "q3(x), "q8(x) and 
"g(x) and #k is the first moment of " fk(x) at the reference 
scale. The moments of "q3 and "q8 are fixed at any scale by the 
baryon decay constants (F + D) and (3F ! D), respectively, assum-
ing SU(2)f and SU(3)f flavour symmetries. The impact of releasing 
these conditions is investigated and included in the systematic 
uncertainty. The coe!cients &k are fixed to zero for the two non-
singlet distributions as they are poorly constrained and not needed 
to describe the data. The exponent %g, which is not well deter-
mined from the data, is fixed to 3.0225 [28] and the uncertainty 
from the introduced bias is included in the final uncertainty. This 
leaves 11 free parameters in the fitted parton distributions. The 
expression for '2 of the fit consists of three terms, 

'2 =
Nexp"

n=1

#

$%
Ndata

n"

i=1

&

' gfit
1 ! Nn gdata

1,i

Nn(i

(

)
2

+
*

1 ! Nn

)Nn

+2

,

-. + '2
positivity .

(11)

Only statistical uncertainties of the data are taken into account in 
(i . The normalisation factors Nn of each data set n are allowed 
to vary taking into account the normalisation uncertainties )Nn . 
If the latter are unavailable, they are estimated as quadratic sums 
of the uncertainties of the beam and target polarisations. The fit-
ted normalisations are found to be consistent with unity, except 
for the E155 proton data where the normalisation is higher, albeit 
compatible with the value quoted in Ref. [16].

In order to keep the parameters within their physical ranges, 
the polarised PDFs are calculated at every iteration of the fit 
and required to satisfy the positivity conditions |"q(x) + "q̄(x)| "
q(x) + q̄(x) and |"g(x)| " g(x) at Q 2 = 1 (GeV/c)2 [29,30], which 
is accomplished by the '2

positivity term in Eq. (11). This proce-
dure leads to asymmetric values of the parameter uncertainties 
when the fitted value is close to the allowed limit. The unpo-
larised PDFs and the corresponding value of the strong coupling 
constant $s(Q 2) are taken from the MSTW parametrisation [28]. 
The impact of the choice of PDFs is evaluated by using the MRST 
distributions [31] for comparison.

In order to investigate the sensitivity of the parametrisation of 
the polarised PDFs to the functional forms, the fit is performed for 
several sets of functional shapes. These shapes do or do not include 
the &S and &g parameters of Eq. (10) and are defined at reference 
scales ranging from 1 (GeV/c)2 to 63 (GeV/c)2. It is observed [8]
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TABLE II: Our results for the intrinsic spin ( 12�⌃), angular
(L) and total (J) momentum contributions to the nucleon
spin and to the nucleon momentum hxi, in the MS-scheme
at 2 GeV, from up (u), down (d) and strange (s) quarks and
from gluons (g), as well as the sum of all contributions (tot.),
where the first error is statistical and the second a systematic
due to excited states.

1
2�⌃ J L hxi

u 0.415(13)(2) 0.308(30)(24) -0.107(32)(24) 0.453(57)(48)
d -0.193(8)(3) 0.054(29)(24) 0.247(30)(24) 0.259(57)(47)
s -0.021(5)(1) 0.046(21)(0) 0.067(21)(1) 0.092(41)(0)
g - 0.133(11)(14) - 0.267(22)(27)

tot. 0.201(17)(5) 0.541(62)(49) 0.207(64)(45) 1.07(12)(10)

ours are in overall agreement [41]. Results within lattice
QCD for the individual quark hxiq and Jq contributions
are scarce. The current computation is the first one using
dynamical light quarks with physical masses. A recent
quenched calculation yielded values of hxiu,d consistent
with ours.

In Fig. 3 we show schematically the various contri-
butions to the spin and momentum fraction. Using a
di↵erent approach to ours, the gluon helicity was re-
cently computed within lattice QCD and found to be
0.251(47)(16) [8]. Although we instead compute the
gluon total angular momentum and the two approaches
have di↵erent systematic uncertainties, we both find non-
negligible gluon contributions to the proton spin.

FIG. 3: Left: Nucleon spin decomposition. Right: Nu-
cleon momentum decomposition. All quantities are given in
the MS-scheme at 2 GeV. The striped segments show valence
quark contributions (connected) and the solid segments the
sea quark and gluon contributions (disconnected).

Conclusions: In this work we present a calculation of
the quark and gluon contributions to the proton spin,
directly at the physical point.

Having a single ensemble, we can only assess lat-
tice systematic e↵ects due to the quenching of the
strange quark, the finite volume and the lattice spac-
ing indirectly from other twisted mass ensembles. A
direct evaluation of these systematic errors is cur-
rently not possible and will be carried out in the fu-
ture. Individual components are computed for the up,

down, strange and charm quarks, including both con-
nected (valence) and disconnected (sea) quark contri-
butions. Our final numbers are collected in Table II.
The quark intrinsic spin from connected and discon-
nected contributions is 1

2�⌃u+d+s=0.299(12)(3)|conn. �
0.098(12)(4)|disc.=0.201(17)(5), while the total quark
angular momentum is Ju+d+s=0.255(12)(3)|conn. +
0.153(60)(47)|disc.=0.408(61)(48). Our result for the
intrinsic quark spin contribution agrees with the up-
per bound set by a recent phenomenological analy-
sis of experimental data from COMPASS [50], which
found 0.13 < 1

2�⌃ < 0.18. Using the spin
sum one would deduce that Jg=

1
2�Jq=0.092(61)(48),

which is consistent with taking Jg=
1
2 hxig=0.133(11)(14)

via the direct evaluation of the gluon momen-
tum fraction, which suggests that Bg

20(0) is indeed
small. Furthermore, we find that the momentum
sum is satisfied

P
qhxiq + hxig=0.497(12)(5)|conn. +

0.307(121)(95)|disc.+0.267(12)(10)|gluon=1.07(12)(10) as
is the spin sum of quarks and gluons giving JN=

P
q Jq+

Jg=0.408(61)(48) + 0.133(11)(14)=0.541(62)(49) resolv-
ing a long-standing puzzle.
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Measuring the the asymmetry of jets and pions in longitudinally polarized 
proton-proton collision

RHIC data=> Non-
zero gluon 
contribution with 
very large uncertainty 
with 

EIC is expected to
provide a conclusive
answer

Abinash Pun, NMSU

Ø Sea quark OAM could be a major contribution
(J. Ellis and M. Karliner, Phys. I,ett. B213 (1988) 73)

Ø Separation of gluon intrinsic spin and OAM is 
constrained by gauge invariance

Jaffe-Manohar decomposition

E. C. Aschenauer, et al PRD 92, 094030 (2015)

C. Alexandrou et al  PRL 119, 142002 (2017)

Lattice QCD

Lattice QCD
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Orbital angular momentum of quarks being closely 
connected with their transverse position and 
transverse momenta since,

Orbital motion of quarks à 3D momentum structure 
of the nucleon
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~L = ~r ⇥ ~p

Distribution functions:
Ø Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs)             : The number density of partons with longitudinal momentum fraction
Ø Transverse Momentum Dependent Parton Distribution Functions (TMD PDFs) : 

The joint distribution of partons in their longitudinal momentum fraction x, and their momentum transverse to the proton’s
momentum direction. 
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f(x, kT )

Reference: EIC white paper



1.1 Formalism

Let’s consider a cross-section of Drell-Yan process for example. The transverse momentum dependent cross-
section can have two forms depending on the magnitude of the struck parton’s transverse momentum.

• qT ⇠ Q >> ⇤QCD
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• qT << Q
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Hij(Q) is “hard factor” which depends on the process, and bT is the Fourier conjugate to transverse
momentum kT.

fi/Pa
(⇠a,bT) and fj/Pb

(⇠b,bT) have been defined as a hadron matrix elements in LQCD

Momentum-space version of fi/Pa
(⇠a,bT) (or fj/Pb

(⇠b,bT)) was decomposed into 8 leading TMD PDFs.
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The Sivers function is the correlation between unpolarized quarks in a transversely polarized nucleon. It
vanishes by its naive definition in [13]

1.2 Single-transverse Spin Asymmetries (SSA)

For a general Drell-Yan (DY) process [14, 15] which involves only one hadron is polarized: h1 h
"
2 ! l

+
l
�
X,

the SSA can be defined as,

AUT =
d�

"
� d�

#

d�" + d�# =
d�(h1 h

"
2 ! l

+
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X)� d�(h1 h

#
2 ! l

+
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�
X)

d�(h1 h
"
2 ! l+l� X) + d�(h1 h

#
2 ! l+l� X)

(4)

The Collins-Soper frame was first proposed in [16].

1.3 Sivers Asymmetry

Sivers suggested [13] that the k? distribution could have an azimuthal asymmetry when the initial hadron
is transversely polarized, but this is in contradiction with parity and time-reversal invariance (PT) of QCD.
In other words, this asymmetry doesn’t exist according to the PT invariance of QCD.

3
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• Quark correlator is the quantity that can be decomposed into 8 components (6 T -even and 2 T -odd
terms).

�(x, pT ;S) =

Z
d⇠

�
d⇠T

(2⇡)3
e
ip.⇠

hP, S| ̄(0) U[0,⇠]  (⇠)|P, Si|⇠+=0

�(x, kT ;S) =

Z
d⇠

�
d⇠T

(2⇡)3
e
ik.⇠

hP, S| ̄(0) U[0,⇠]  (⇠)|P, Si|⇠+=0

Definition of ⇠:

Why light-cone coordinates are used? Because the manifestation of quark-parton structure of
QCD, and construction of multi-parton Fock states as eigen states of QCD Hamiltonian is only possible
in the light-cone quantization.

What’s the role of gauge-link

Why ⇠+ = 0 limit?

• Asymmetry measurements like A
sin�
UT

• The first measurement of the Sivers function was done by STAR collaboration.

• The origin of the non-Universality of the Sivers function (relative sign between DY and SIDIS) is the
gauge invariance in QCD.

• Usually, the “hard scale” is the intermediate photon/boson virtuality, and the “soft scale” is parton’s
transverse momentum.

2

Quark correlator can be decomposed into 8 components 
(6 T -even and 2 T -odd terms) at leading-twist

T-odd

T-even

SIDIS

lepton lepton

proton Hadron
+ remnants

proton

DY

lepton

lepton

proton

remnants

remnants

jets

SIA

lepton

Anti-lepton

jetsquark

Anti-quark
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* For these two processes 
TMD factorization is proven

q
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1T (x)
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<latexit sha1_base64="txVw9ftI5SOYmVtSZl37LfPxAW0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJliEClJmSlGXRTcuK/QF7Thk0kwbmsnEJCOWYcBfceNCEbd+hzv/xvSx0OqBC4dz7uXeewLBqNKO82XllpZXVtfy64WNza3tHXt3r6XiRGLSxDGLZSdAijDKSVNTzUhHSIKigJF2MLqa+O17IhWNeUOPBfEiNOA0pBhpI/n2QeinbiO7TXuCSHF6l5Ue/MqJbxedsjMF/EvcOSmCOeq+/dnrxziJCNeYIaW6riO0lyKpKWYkK/QSRQTCIzQgXUM5iojy0un5GTw2Sh+GsTTFNZyqPydSFCk1jgLTGSE9VIveRPzP6yY6vPBSykWiCcezRWHCoI7hJAvYp5JgzcaGICypuRXiIZIIa5NYwYTgLr78l7QqZfesXL2pFmuX8zjy4BAcgRJwwTmogWtQB02AQQqewAt4tR6tZ+vNep+15qz5zD74BevjG3IklSg=</latexit>

f?,q
1T (x2)

<latexit sha1_base64="RXzc2Mmcv5PRPtNdpNkwDouW8D8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJliEClJmpKjLohuXFfqCdhwyaaYNzWRikhHLMOCvuHGhiFu/w51/Y/pYaOuBC4dz7uXeewLBqNKO823llpZXVtfy64WNza3tHXt3r6niRGLSwDGLZTtAijDKSUNTzUhbSIKigJFWMLwe+60HIhWNeV2PBPEi1Oc0pBhpI/n2Qeinbj27S7uCSHF6n5UefffEt4tO2ZkALhJ3Ropghppvf3V7MU4iwjVmSKmO6wjtpUhqihnJCt1EEYHwEPVJx1COIqK8dHJ+Bo+N0oNhLE1xDSfq74kURUqNosB0RkgP1Lw3Fv/zOokOL72UcpFowvF0UZgwqGM4zgL2qCRYs5EhCEtqboV4gCTC2iRWMCG48y8vkuZZ2T0vV24rxerVLI48OARHoARccAGq4AbUQANgkIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatOWs2sw/+wPr8AXCflSc=</latexit>

f?,q
1T (x1)

<latexit sha1_base64="JQ/yJfZWbtcXhc5lSurvX6vA6T0=">AAACe3icbVFda9swFJW9ry77yrbHwhALY+k+gh26rS+Fsu1hhcFa2rSF2DGyJMeisiwkecQV+hP7aXvbP9nLYEqch67dBXEP59yDpHNzyZk2UfQrCG/cvHX7zsbd3r37Dx4+6j9+cqLrRmE6wTWv1VmONOVM0IlhhtMzqSiqck5P8/NPS/30O1Wa1eLYtJKmFZoLVjCMjKey/o+kUAhbkmg2r9DMfv3mMnu0/3n/yDlLFqQlF0Rmx7MxSWTJstI3zdxuwmlhpp03QVyWyNlFezgbu45rPbLjYfw2oX6e12LLwZVnCGP4Gl4eWnhFsXlptrqWZv1BNIpWBa+DeA0GYF0HWf9nQmrcVFQYzJHW0ziSJrVIGYY5db2k0VQifI7mdOqhQBXVqV1l5+ALzxBY1MofYeCKveywqNK6rXI/WSFT6qvakvyfNm1MsZNaJmRjqMDdRUXDoanhchGQMEWx4a0HCCvm3wpxiXwuxq+r50OIr375OjgZj+L3o+3D7cHex3UcG2ATPAdDEIMPYA98AQdgAjD4HTwLXgbD4E84CF+Fb7rRMFh7noJ/Knz3F5wUwpE=</latexit>

d�LO

SIDIS

dxdydzdp2
T
d�hd 

=


↵

xyQ2

y2

2(1� ✏)

✓
1 +

y2

2x

◆�

<latexit sha1_base64="auGYIN6xYN8DRKnx2fm9bPN8nR0=">AAACG3icbVBNS8NAEN34bf2qevSyWARFKYmIehQF8eBBoWmFppTNdtIubjZhdyKU0P/hxb/ixYMingQP/hu3bQ5+PRh4vDfDzLwwlcKg6346E5NT0zOzc/OlhcWl5ZXy6lrdJJnm4PNEJvomZAakUOCjQAk3qQYWhxIa4e3Z0G/cgTYiUTXsp9CKWVeJSHCGVmqX9wMUMRgaSIhwm563c9/fqw3oLg0gNUImqtDo5SDQotvDnXa54lbdEehf4hWkQgpctcvvQSfhWQwKuWTGND03xVbONAouYVAKMgMp47esC01LFbMHtfLRbwO6ZZUOjRJtSyEdqd8nchYb049D2xkz7Jnf3lD8z2tmGB23cqHSDEHx8aIokxQTOgyKdoQGjrJvCeNa2Fsp7zHNONo4SzYE7/fLf0l9v+odVg+uDyonp0Ucc2SDbJJt4pEjckIuyBXxCSf35JE8kxfnwXlyXp23ceuEU8yskx9wPr4AVdyfvw==</latexit>

⇥ (FUU,T + ✏FUU,L)
<latexit sha1_base64="yXfDjEpyZHPRze50ipqkCu2y3EQ=">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</latexit>n
1 + cos 2�h

⇣
✏Acos 2�h

UU

⌘o

<latexit sha1_base64="XENejKr55Vij/YQM+T7ciG1BVj0=">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</latexit>

+ST

h
sin(�h � �s)

⇣
Asin(�h��s)

UT

⌘i<latexit sha1_base64="Q5G5RMMfemvbY38IIxDDNdY5OhE=">AAACMHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWISKUGZE1KWPhS4rWBU6dcikdzqhmcyQ3BHK0E9y46foRkERt36Fae3C14GQwznnktwTZlIYdN1nZ2JyanpmtjRXnl9YXFqurKxemjTXHJo8lam+DpkBKRQ0UaCE60wDS0IJV2HvZOhf3YI2IlUX2M+gnbCuEpHgDK0UVE63fSNUzc9iEcTbo8ts+RIirFEfMiNkquhRUDQvBjfFP9GBr0U3xq2gUnXr7gj0L/HGpErGaASVB7+T8jwBhVwyY1qem2G7YBoFlzAo+7mBjPEe60LLUsUSMO1itPCAblqlQ6NU26OQjtTvEwVLjOknoU0mDGPz2xuK/3mtHKODdiFUliMo/vVQlEuKKR22RztCA0fZt4RxLexfKY+ZZhxtx2Vbgvd75b/kcqfu7dV3z3erh8fjOkpknWyQGvHIPjkkZ6RBmoSTO/JIXsirc+88OW/O+1d0whnPrJEfcD4+AenCqY4=</latexit>

+sin(�h + �s)
⇣
✏Asin(�h+�s)

UT

⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="MQgQhHwO9G2EZCUEw0gaqdUkb9o=">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</latexit>h
+sin(3�h � �s)

⇣
✏Asin(3�h��s)

UT

⌘i

<latexit sha1_base64="2dxYb9XbrSrHl4GbbQH+8pH1gQQ=">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</latexit>

d�LO

d⌦
=

↵2
em

Fq
F 1
v

n
1 + cos2 ✓ + sin2✓cos2�CSA

cos2�CS

U

o

<latexit sha1_base64="6XM7X8rbYfyWn/zZeyuOWWzVCoc=">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</latexit>

+sin2 ✓
⇣
sin(2�CS + �s)A

sin(2�CS+�s)
T

⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="Iv65wOWJV3ST8imD7gaOa6gjhm8=">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</latexit>h⇣
+sin(2�CS � �s)A

sin(2�CS��s)
T

⌘i

<latexit sha1_base64="fl+dChJX+AGJjjH/OH54EuuWCdU=">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</latexit>

+ST

h�
1 + cos2 ✓

�
sin�sA

sin�s

T

i

  

LO SIDIS and DY cross sections
<latexit sha1_base64="IZTywYQOmLMf5Bsd/7S0Vt6TEzQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7Ow6M2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip/tgrltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OQ/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AN6LjP4=</latexit>q

<latexit sha1_base64="SJ1OIjSePJJuklmqM/ZKicifNKI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzU7gVUZY/TfrniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzcKTmzyoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPYzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7Hcy4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2oZEPwll9eJa2LqndZrd3XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExiM4Rle4c1JnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AGcQ4/D</latexit>

q̄

<latexit sha1_base64="O7wMjROSRfMzhyTzs67hf2d+rcI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgHsKuBPUY9OIxgnlAEkPvZDYZMjO7zswKYclPePGgiFd/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BTFn2njet5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0litA6iXikWgFqypmkdcMMp61YURQBp81gdDP1m09UaRbJezOOaVfgQLKQETRWanUGKAQ+nPWKJa/szeAuEz8jJchQ6xW/Ov2IJIJKQzhq3fa92HRTVIYRTieFTqJpjGSEA9q2VKKgupvO7p24J1bpu2GkbEnjztTfEykKrccisJ0CzVAvelPxP6+dmPCqmzIZJ4ZKMl8UJtw1kTt93u0zRYnhY0uQKGZvdckQFRJjIyrYEPzFl5dJ47zsX5Qrd5VS9TqLIw9HcAyn4MMlVOEWalAHAhye4RXenEfnxXl3PuatOSebOYQ/cD5/AKcCj7o=</latexit>

�⇤ <latexit sha1_base64="4uU2Vo3diKFMxbpfLGvgwHfSdlc=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXgnoMevEY0TwgWcPspJMMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glhwbVz328mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dho4SxbDOIhGpVkA1Ci6xbrgR2IoV0jAQ2AxGN1O/+YRK80g+mHGMfkgHkvc5o8ZK9+LxrFssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKWhCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfjo7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+57UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwa52Xvoly5q5Sq11kceTiCYzgFDy6hCrdQgzowGMAzvMKbI5wX5935mLfmnGzmEP7A+fwB8aqNlg==</latexit>

l+

<latexit sha1_base64="NzbEEfKLc8yQ5mYCntdBucn7V9M=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArQT0GvXiMaB6QrGF20kmGzM4uM7NCWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYhUK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffEKleSQfzDhGP6QDyfucUWOle/F41i2W3LI7A1kmXkZKkKHWLX51ehFLQpSGCap123Nj46dUGc4ETgqdRGNM2YgOsG2ppCFqP52dOiEnVumRfqRsSUNm6u+JlIZaj8PAdobUDPWiNxX/89qJ6V/5KZdxYlCy+aJ+IoiJyPRv0uMKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoxNp2BD8BZfXiaN87J3Ua7cVUrV6yyOPBzBMZyCB5dQhVuoQR0YDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zFtzTjZzCH/gfP4A9LKNmA==</latexit>

l�

Polarized Semi Inclusive DIS Polarized DY

<latexit sha1_base64="qQC9gUNuyoAuDyz58i8q33Gsj9w=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMhs7PDPJSw5De8eFDEqz/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuursiyZk2vv/tFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kFTp1YR2iApT1U7wppyJmjDMMNpWyqKk4jTVjS6mfqtR6o0S8W9GUsaJnggWMwINk7qyoesayVWKn2a9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dfkpsQoUhHGvdCXxpwgwrwwink1LXaioxGeEB7TgqcEJ1mM1unqATp/RRnCpXwqCZ+nsiw4nW4yRynQk2Q73oTcX/vI418VWYMSGtoYLMF8WWI5OiaQCozxQlho8dwUQxdysiQ6wwMS6mkgshWHx5mTTPqsFF9fzuvFK7zuMowhEcwykEcAk1uIU6NICAhGd4hTfPei/eu/cxby14+cwh/IH3+QPFqpIt</latexit>

p"

<latexit sha1_base64="mcbuxDXTW9QgPzCOHFrdFyHodyI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlZtIvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP3QeM/Q==</latexit>p
<latexit sha1_base64="O7wMjROSRfMzhyTzs67hf2d+rcI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgHsKuBPUY9OIxgnlAEkPvZDYZMjO7zswKYclPePGgiFd/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BTFn2njet5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0litA6iXikWgFqypmkdcMMp61YURQBp81gdDP1m09UaRbJezOOaVfgQLKQETRWanUGKAQ+nPWKJa/szeAuEz8jJchQ6xW/Ov2IJIJKQzhq3fa92HRTVIYRTieFTqJpjGSEA9q2VKKgupvO7p24J1bpu2GkbEnjztTfEykKrccisJ0CzVAvelPxP6+dmPCqmzIZJ4ZKMl8UJtw1kTt93u0zRYnhY0uQKGZvdckQFRJjIyrYEPzFl5dJ47zsX5Qrd5VS9TqLIw9HcAyn4MMlVOEWalAHAhye4RXenEfnxXl3PuatOSebOYQ/cD5/AKcCj7o=</latexit>

�⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="G+ZjiXNc5wluWYib5Im9S2cNfas=">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</latexit>

A
cos 2�h

UU / h
?q
1 ⌦H

?h
1q

<latexit sha1_base64="uGyUfwz6cGHHKY06XOWym3jJUAA=">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</latexit>

Asin(�h��s)
UT / f?q

1T ⌦Dh
1q

<latexit sha1_base64="VRrH0v+IukYfmlsshYIP5Gk86JM=">AAACMHicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1ARyowUdeljocsKnSp06pBJUyc0k8QkI5RhPsmNn6IbBUXc+hWm0y7UeiHkcM493HtPJBnVxnVfnanpmdm5+YXF0tLyyupaeX2jpUWqMPGxYEJdR0gTRjnxDTWMXEtFUBIxchX1z4b61T1RmgreNANJOgm65bRHMTKWCsvnJ2HmN/ObLNCUw2ogYxrGe8Wnd3MYSCWkETAOM8823eWBMDQhGl5Y4m5ok0RJGOdhueLW3KLgJPDGoALG1QjLT0FX4DQh3GCGtG57rjSdDClDMSN5KUg1kQj30S1pW8iRndrJioNzuGOZLuwJZR83sGB/OjKUaD1IItuZIBPrv9qQ/E9rp6Z31Mkol6khHI8G9VIGbQTD9GCXKoING1iAsKJ2V4hjpBA2NuOSDcH7e/IkaO3XvINa/bJeOT4dx7EAtsA2qAIPHIJjcAEawAcYPIBn8AbenUfnxflwPketU87Yswl+lfP1DTwQqlw=</latexit>

A
sin(�h+�s)
UT / h

q
1 ⌦H

?h
1q

<latexit sha1_base64="H7wUpUP6ECxrOqr3e+pnzZXE/WI=">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</latexit>

A
sin(3�h��s)
UT / h

?q
1T ⌦H

?h
1q

<latexit sha1_base64="p3TzdYOvAdkCqhD49pyPB9HAJbE=">AAACL3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYUdVktiMuKfUFnHDJp2oZmJjHJCGWYP3Ljr3Qjoohb/8K0nYW2HrhwOOde7r0nEIwqbdtv1srq2vrGZm4rv72zu7dfODhsKR5LTJqYMy47AVKE0Yg0NdWMdIQkKAwYaQej2tRvPxGpKI8aeiyIF6JBRPsUI20kv3Bz5SeN9CFxMVew7Ioh9ZPafZpCV0guNIdDP3GmviBSwMfU5ZqGRC3KfqFol+wZ4DJxMlIEGep+YeL2OI5DEmnMkFJdxxbaS5DUFDOS5t1YEYHwCA1I19AImaVeMvs3hadG6cE+l6YiDWfq74kEhUqNw8B0hkgP1aI3Ff/zurHuX3oJjUSsSYTni/oxgyaHaXiwRyXBmo0NQVhScyvEQyQR1ibivAnBWXx5mbTKJee8VLmrFKvXWRw5cAxOwBlwwAWogltQB02AwTOYgHfwYb1Yr9an9TVvXbGymSPwB9b3DwpCqlA=</latexit>

Acos 2�CS

T / h?q
1 ⌦ h?q

1
<latexit sha1_base64="I3VtuFrQjHd6at6jZ6pTPL8aoLg=">AAACKXicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Gq2Iepx68ajgprDWkmapC6ZJlqTCKP06XvwqXhQU9eoXMet60M0Hgcd7v8cvvxdLRrXxvE9nZnZufmGxtlRfXlldW3c3NjtaZAqTNhZMqJsYacIoJ21DDSM3UhGUxoxcx/dnI//6gShNBb8yQ0nCFN1xmlCMjJUit3US5VfFbR5oymEg+zTKdVFYpoQ0AiZR7lt3UATC0JToUoBlQBIl4aCI3IbX9ErAaeJXpAEqXETua9ATOEsJN5ghrbu+J02YI2UoZqSoB5kmEuF7dEe6lnJk14Z5eWkBd63Sg4lQ9nEDS/V3Ikep1sM0tpMpMn096Y3E/7xuZpLjMKdcZoZwPF6UZAzaDka1wR5VBBs2tARhRe1fIe4jhbCx5dZtCf7kydOks9/0D5sHlweN1mlVRw1sgx2wB3xwBFrgHFyANsDgETyDN/DuPDkvzofzNR6dcarMFvgD5/sHgE+oAQ==</latexit>

Asin�s

T / fq
1 ⌦ f?q

1T

<latexit sha1_base64="YmVI73pMKlsBfAYUmzH64k1I5lU=">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</latexit>

Asin(2�CS+�s)
T / h?q

1 ⌦ h?q
1T

<latexit sha1_base64="6GPaKZq6ArtzbhlM7v2JiqyiZso=">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</latexit>

Asin(2�CS��s)
T / h?q

1 ⌦ hq
1

<latexit sha1_base64="171WtzTcOn9ALvp1fvaCPBwWcxk=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgqiQi6rK0IG6ECvYBTSiT6aQdOnkwcyOWkIUbf8WNC0Xc+hHu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceLxZcgWV9G4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3D9oqyiRlLVoJCLZ9YhigoesBRwE68aSkcATrOONG1O/c8+k4lF4B5OYuQEZhtznlICW+mbZAfYAaf0mw04EPGAKz5XGVdY3K1bVmgEvEzsnFZSj2Te/nEFEk4CFQAVRqmdbMbgpkcCpYFnJSRSLCR2TIetpGhK9zk1nT2T4WCsD7EdSVwh4pv6eSEmg1CTwdGdAYKQWvan4n9dLwL90Ux7GCbCQzhf5icAQ4WkieMAloyAmmhAqub4V0xGRhILOraRDsBdfXibt06p9Xj27PavU6nkcRVRGR+gE2egC1dA1aqIWougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/Exby0Y+cwh+gPj8wfUPJg5</latexit>

BM⌦ CF
<latexit sha1_base64="Vus7kOV7WtCm5hMazm8Clyhd70o=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmkqMuiUFxWtA9oQplMp+3QyYOZG7GELN34K25cKOLWT3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc87lzj1eJLgCy/o2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o65u9dSYSwpa9JQhLLjEcUED1gTOAjWiSQjvidY2xtfZX77nknFw+AOJhFzfTIM+IBTAlrqmYcOsAdIbnkWSrETAveZwjO1Xk97ZtmqWFPgRWLnpIxyNHrml9MPaeyzAKggSnVtKwI3IRI4FSwtObFiEaFjMmRdTQOi17nJ9JAUH2uljweh1C8APFV/TyTEV2riezrpExipeS8T//O6MQwu3IQHUQwsoLNFg1hgCHHWCu5zySiIiSaESq7/iumISEJB11LSJdjzJy+S1mnFPqtUb6rl2mVeRxEdoCN0gmx0jmroGjVQE1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mEULRj6zj/7A+PwBjcyaUQ==</latexit>

Sivers⌦ FF
<latexit sha1_base64="HE/QbvPMk09YVRT7qcwJ+R+YeUM=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0sLF4NgFe4kqGUwIJYR8gVJCHubTbJkb/fYnQuGI6WNf8XGQhFbf4Kd/8ZNcoUmPhh4vDfDzLwgEtyA5307K6tr6xubma3s9s7u3r57cFgzKtaUVakSSjcCYpjgklWBg2CNSDMSBoLVg2Fp6tdHTBuuZAXGEWuHpC95j1MCVuq4Jy1gD5BUNJFmNMEtBTxkBs/V0u2k4+a8vDcDXiZ+SnIoRbnjfrW6isYhk0AFMabpexG0E6KBU8Em2VZsWETokPRZ01JJ7Lp2Mntkgs+s0sU9pW1JwDP190RCQmPGYWA7QwIDs+hNxf+8Zgy963bCZRQDk3S+qBcLDApPU8FdrhkFMbaEUM3trZgOiCYUbHZZG4K/+PIyqV3k/ct84b6QK96kcWTQMTpF58hHV6iI7lAZVRFFj+gZvaI358l5cd6dj3nripPOHKE/cD5/AIxlmlA=</latexit>

Transv⌦ CF
<latexit sha1_base64="tzGdMwISi28vZ9LXg1Sk9Z/XZjs=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+CDAbBU9iVoB6DAfEYwTwgWcLspJMMmX0w0yvGJTcv/ooXD4p49Re8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd5cXSaHRtr+tzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3avrMFYcajyUoWp6TIMUAdRQoIRmpID5noSGN6xM/MYdKC3C4BZHEbg+6weiJzhDI3Xyh22Ee0yqCvBhTNshCh80nYmVq3EnX7CL9hR0kTgpKZAU1U7+q90NeexDgFwyrVuOHaGbMIWCSxjn2rGGiPEh60PL0ICZdW4y/WNMj43Spb1QmQqQTtXfEwnztR75nun0GQ70vDcR//NaMfYu3EQEUYwQ8NmiXiwphnQSCu0KBRzlyBDGlTC3Uj5ginE00eVMCM78y4ukflp0zoqlm1KhfJnGkSUH5IicEIeckzK5JlVSI5w8kmfySt6sJ+vFerc+Zq0ZK53ZJ39gff4Au4SZ3Q==</latexit>

Pretz⌦ CF

<latexit sha1_base64="DpP+Sce0n4ZxHz5Ct+KMH0Lsdxo=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5JIUY+lXrwIFewHtKFstpt26SYbdidiCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+N2zaItj4YeLw3w8w8PxZcg+N8WbmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3fP3j9oapkoyhpUCqnaPtFM8Ig1gINg7VgxEvqCtfzR5dRv3TGluYxuYRwzLySDiAecEjBSzy52gd1DWrue4K4EHjKNf5SeXXLKzgx4mbgZKaEM9Z792e1LmoQsAiqI1h3XicFLiQJOBZsUuolmMaEjMmAdQyNi1nnp7IkJPjZKHwdSmYoAz9TfEykJtR6HvukMCQz1ojcV//M6CQQXXsqjOAEW0fmiIBEYJJ4mgvtcMQpibAihiptbMR0SRSiY3AomBHfx5WXSPC27Z+XKTaVUrWVx5FERHaET5KJzVEVXqI4aiKIH9IRe0Kv1aD1bb9b7vDVnZTOH6A+sj2/dWZg/</latexit>

BM⌦ BM
<latexit sha1_base64="Z6kN4D8CTu2pBJfAkih2srB+QNk=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRdVlUxGVF+4AmlMl00g6dPJi5EUvI1o2/4saFIm79A3f+jZM2C209MHA45x7u3OPFgiuwrG+jtLC4tLxSXq2srW9sbpnbOy0VJZKyJo1EJDseUUzwkDWBg2CdWDISeIK1vdFF7rfvmVQ8Cu9gHDM3IIOQ+5wS0FLPxA6wB0gbl1cZdiLgAVOFdMvzXNYzq1bNmgDPE7sgVVSg0TO/nH5Ek4CFQAVRqmtbMbgpkcCpYFnFSRSLCR2RAetqGhK90k0nl2T4QCt97EdSvxDwRP2dSEmg1Djw9GRAYKhmvVz8z+sm4J+5KQ/jBFhIp4v8RGCIcF4L7nPJKIixJoRKrv+K6ZBIQkGXUNEl2LMnz5PWUc0+qR3fHFfr50UdZbSH9tEhstEpqqNr1EBNRNEjekav6M14Ml6Md+NjOloyiswu+gPj8wcr9pqp</latexit>

PDF⌦ Sivers
<latexit sha1_base64="FYGfqDkgTPh0B0QeJdFR9wekChc=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU0sLF4NgFe4kqGWIjY0QIV+QhLC32SRL9naP3blgOFLa+FdsLBSx9SfY+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMwLIsENeN63s7K6tr6xmdnKbu/s7u27B4c1o2JNWZUqoXQjIIYJLlkVOAjWiDQjYSBYPRjeTP36iGnDlazAOGLtkPQl73FKwEod96QF7AGS0t0EtxTwkBk8VyqaSDOadNycl/dmwMvET0kOpSh33K9WV9E4ZBKoIMY0fS+CdkI0cCrYJNuKDYsIHZI+a1oqiV3ZTmaPTPCZVbq4p7QtCXim/p5ISGjMOAxsZ0hgYBa9qfif14yhd91OuIxiYJLOF/VigUHhaSq4yzWjIMaWEKq5vRXTAdGEgs0ua0PwF19eJrWLvH+ZL9wXcsVSGkcGHaNTdI58dIWK6BaVURVR9Iie0St6c56cF+fd+Zi3rjjpzBH6A+fzB44ImlY=</latexit>

BM⌦ Transv
<latexit sha1_base64="LJP0b1JB3HJhhZSm/C9b1LItr3I=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMgjUHwFGYkqMcQL16ECGaBZAg9nUrSpGehu0aMw9y8+CtePCji1V/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAqNtv1tZZaWV1bXsuu5jc2t7Z387l5dh7HiUOOhDFXTYxqkCKCGAiU0IwXM9yQ0vOHl2G/cgdIiDG5xFIHrs34geoIzNFInf9hGuMekcp3SdojCB02nSlUBPqSdfMEu2hPQReLMSIHMUO3kv9rdkMc+BMgl07rl2BG6CVMouIQ01441RIwPWR9ahgbMbHSTyR8pPTZKl/ZCZSpAOlF/TyTM13rke6bTZzjQ895Y/M9rxdi7cBMRRDFCwKeLerGkGNJxKLQrFHCUI0MYV8LcSvmAKcbRRJczITjzLy+S+mnROSuWbkqFcmUWR5YckCNyQhxyTsrkilRJjXDySJ7JK3mznqwX6936mLZmrNnMPvkD6/MHvbSZ4w==</latexit>

BM⌦ Pretz



<latexit sha1_base64="lwSE4jwRnbSyXi/ibuDeS4Ne04U=">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</latexit>

fq/p"(x,kT) = fq/p(x,kT) + f?
1T (x,kT)S.(P̂⇥ k̂T)

10

The Sivers function describes the correlation between the momentum direction of the struck quark 
and the spin of its parent nucleon.

TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM DEPENDENT FACTORIZATION

8

qT � QSmall scale Large scale

Semi-Inclusive DIS

electron 
p

h 

Drell-Yan Dihadron in e+e-

p p

h1 

h2 h
h1

h2e-

e- e-e+µ+

µ�

Q, qT

The confined motion (kT dependence) is encoded in TMDs

Collins, Soper (1983) 
Collins (2011)

Collins, Soper, Sterman (1985) 
Ji, Ma, Yuan (2004) 

Collins (2011)Meng, Olness, Soper (1992) 
Ji, Ma, Yuan (2005) 

Idilbi, Ji, Ma, Yuan (2004)  
Collins (2011)

� ⇠ fq/P (x, kT )Dh/q(z, kT )
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kT

xP

TMDs with Polarization

Gluons

Fragmentation functions

Nuclear targets

Nucleon  
Polarization

Quark  
Polarization

Analogous tables for: f1 � fg
1 etc

S �= 1
2

Quark TMDs

�[�+]
q h(x, b) = f1(x, b) + i✏µ⌫T bµs⌫Mf?1 (x, b)
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• There are eight TMD 
distributions in leading twist 

• TMD distributions provide a 
more detailed picture of the 
many body parton structure of 
the hadron 

• Interplay with the transverse 
momentum

Helicity

Boer-Mulders

Long-Transversity

Trans-Helicity
Sivers

Transversity

Pretzelosity

T

Kozinian-Mulders, 
“worm” gear

Kozinian-Mulders,“worm” gear

Unpolarized

9

Our understanding of hadron evolves:
Nucleon emerges as a strongly interacting, 

relativistic bound state of quarks and gluons

Pic.. Courtesy: Alexei Prokudin
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fq/p"(x,kT) = fq/p(x,kT) + f?
1T (x,kT)S.(P̂⇥ k̂T)

11

S`Q+2bb /2T2M/2M+2

k9 f 9R

S�`iQM /Bbi`B#miBQMb rBi? U! ;�m;2 HBMF, f [!]
1 (x, k2

T )

S`Q+2bb /2T2M/2M+2

k8 f 9R

SIDIS

lepton lepton

proton Hadron
+ remnants proton

DY

lepton

lepton

proton

remnants

remnants

The Sivers function describes the correlation between the momentum direction of the struck quark 
and the spin of its parent nucleon.

Ø The gauge-invariant definition of the Sivers function 
predicts the opposite sign for the Sivers function in SIDIS 
compared to processes with color charges in the initial state 
and a colorless final state in Drell-Yan, 𝐽/𝜓, 𝑊±, 𝑍

Ø This inclusion of the gauge link has profound consequences 
on factorization proofs and on the concept of universality, 
which are of fundamental relevance for high-energy 
hadronic physics

  

SpinQuest Goals

 Consider a nucleonic pion cloud

|p> = |p0> + |Nπ> + |Δπ> + …

Pions Jp=0- Nega�ve Parity

Need L=1 to get proton’s Jp=½+

Sea quarks should carry orbital angular momentum. 

LaLce 

QCD:

K.-F. Liu et al arXiv:1203.6388

DS
q
»25%

2 L
q
»46% (0%(valence)+46%(sea))

2 J
g
»25%

 Interference between spin-Rip and non-Rip amplitudes w/diSerent phases

 SoT gluons 
– “gauge links” required for color gauge invariance

–Re-interac�ons are &nal (or ini�al) state … and may be process dependent!

QDC Gauge Invariance

Pic.. Courtesy: Andrea SignoriPic.. Courtesy: Andrea Signori
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FIG. 4. [Color online] Transverse single-spin asymmetry amplitude for W+ (left plot) and W! (right plot) versus yW compared
with the non TMD-evolved KQ [11] model, assuming (solid line) or excluding (dashed line) a sign change in the Sivers function.
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TSSA amplitude for W+/W- from STAR data is favors the “sign-change”
In DY relative to SIDIS (model based without TMD evolution)  

The dilution factor f and the depolarization factor D2

entering the definition of TSAs are calculated on an event-
by-event basis and are used to weight the asymmetries. For
the magnitude of the target polarization PT , an average
value is used for each data-taking period in order to avoid
possible systematic bias. In the evaluation of the depolari-
zation factors, the approximation ! ! 1 is used. Known
deviations from this assumption with ! ranging between 0.5
and 1 [35,36] decrease the normalization factor by at
most 5%.
The TSAs resulting from different periods are checked

for possible systematic effects. The largest systematic
uncertainty is due to possible residual variations of exper-
imental conditions within a given period. They are quanti-
fied by evaluating various types of false asymmetries in a
similar way as described in Refs. [12,30]. The systematic
point-to-point uncertainties are found to be about 0.7 times
the statistical uncertainties. The normalization uncertainties
originating from the uncertainties on target polarization
(5%) and dilution factor (8%) are not included in the quoted
systematic uncertainties.
The TSAs Asin"S

T , Asin"2"CS!"S#
T , and Asin"2"CS$"S#

T are
shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the variables xN , x# ,
xF, and qT . Because of relatively large statistical uncer-
tainties, no clear trend is observed for any of the TSAs. The
full set of numerical values for all TSAs, including
correlation coefficients and mean kinematic values from
this measurement, is available on HepData [37]. The last
column in Fig. 5 shows the results for the three extracted
TSAs integrated over the entire kinematic range. The
average Sivers asymmetry Asin"S

T ! 0.060% 0.057"stat# %
0.040"sys# is found to be above 0 at about one standard
deviation of the total uncertainty. In Fig. 6, it is compared
with recent theoretical predictions from Refs. [19–21] that
are based on standard DGLAP and two different TMD
evolution approaches. (Note that the kinematic constraints
used in Refs. [19–21] differ from one another and also from
those used in our analysis.) The positive sign of these
theoretical predictions for the DY Sivers asymmetry was
obtained by using the sign-change hypothesis for the Sivers
TMD PDFs, and the numerical values are based on a fit of
SIDIS data for the Sivers TSA [9,11,12]. Figure 6 shows
that this first measurement of the DY Sivers asymmetry is

consistent with the predicted change of sign for the Sivers
function.
The average value for the TSAAsin"2"CS!"S#

T is measured to
be below 0 with a significance of about two standard
deviations. The obtained magnitude of the asymmetry is
in agreement with the model calculations of Ref. [38] and
can be used to study the universality of the nucleon trans-
versity function. The TSA Asin"2"CS$"S#

T , which is related to
the nucleon pretzelosity TMD PDFs, is measured to be
above 0 with a significance of about one standard deviation.
Since both Asin"2"CS!"S#

T and Asin"2"CS$"S#
T are related to the

pion Boer-Mulders PDFs, the obtained results may be used
to study this function further and to possibly determine its
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Figure 5. Density of data in the plane (Q, x) (a darker color corresponds to a higher density).

has been followed, and this is the purpose of this section. Finally, we also provide a suitable

definition of the !2 that allows for a correct exploitation of experimental uncertainties.

4.1 Treatment of nuclear targets and charged hadrons

The data from E288, E605 (Cu), E772, COMPASS, part of HERMES (isoscalar targets)

come from nuclear target processes. In these cases, we perform the iso-spin rotation of the

corresponding TMDPDF that simulates the nuclear-target e!ects. For example, we replace

u-, and d-quark distributions by

f1,u!A(x, b) =
Z

A
f1,u!p(x, b) +

A! Z

A
f1,d!p(x, b), (4.1)

f1,d!A(x, b) =
Z

A
f1,d!p(x, b) +

A! Z

A
f1,u!p(x, b), (4.2)

where A(Z) is atomic number(charge) of a nuclear target. In principle, for E288, E605 data

extracted from very heavy targets one should also incorporate the nuclear modification

factor that depends on x. In the given kinematics the nuclear modification factor produces

e!ects of order 5-10% in the normalization of the cross-section. The shape of cross-section

is changed in much smaller amount, about 1% in a point, as it is shown in f.i. [21, 85].

Simultaneously, the systematic (correlated) errors of these experiments are large 25% and

20%, correspondingly, as well as the uncorrelated error (typically 2-5%). Therefore, we are

not sensitive to nuclear modification e!ect.

The measurements of SIDIS are made in a number of di!erent channels. The HER-

MES data include "± and K±, and COMPASS data are for charged hadrons, h±. Pions

and kaons are described by an individual TMDFFs. However, charged hadrons are a com-
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Yan (DY) experiments (all fixed target) compared to two EIC energy options. The acceptance
bands for the EIC are defined by Q

2 = x y s with 0.01  y  0.95 and values of s shown.

us to understand universal features of the
physics of the nucleon and the physics of nu-
clei. Other measurements have no analog
in e+p collisions and nuclei provide a com-
pletely unique environment to explore these.
The EIC would have a capability of colliding
many ion species at a wide range of collision
energies. With its high luminosity and detec-
tor coverage, as well as its high collision en-
ergies, the EIC could probe the confined mo-
tion as well as spatial distributions of quarks
and gluons inside a nucleus at unprecedented
resolution — one tenth of a femtometer or
better — and could detect soft gluons whose

energy in the rest frame of the nucleus is less
than one tenth of the averaged binding en-
ergy needed to hold the nucleons together
to form the nucleus. With large nuclei, the
EIC could reach the saturation regime that
may only be reached by electron-proton col-
lisions with a multi-TeV proton beam. The
kinematic acceptance of an EIC compared to
all other data collected in DIS on nuclei and
in Drell-Yan (DY) experiments is shown in
Fig. 3.1. Clearly an EIC would greatly ex-
tend our knowledge of strong interactions in
a nuclear environment.
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Ø The E1039 experiment focuses unique 
kinematics to extract sea quark Sivers 
function in DY

Ø ßPlot: Uncertainties in the predicted 
Sivers asymmetry in polarized Drell-Yan 
process from SpinQuest.

Drell-Yan measurements above the 𝐽/𝜓 peak fall in a 
unique region with Q2 in the range of 16 < M2 < 81 GeV2

and QT < few GeV 

From E1039 proposal
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Updated Projections of Error 

Beam(2.5%):
• Relative Luminosity (~1%) 
• Drifts (<2%)
• Scraping (~1%) 

Analysis sources(3.5%):
• Tracking Efficiency (1.5%)
• Trigger and Geometrical Acceptance (<2%) 
• Mixed background  (3%)
• Shape of DY (~1%)

Target(6-7%)
• TE calibration (P-2.5% D-4.5%)
• Polarization inhomogeneity (2%) 
• Density of target (ammonia) (1%) 
• Uneven radiation damage (3%)
• Beam/target misalignment (0.5%)
• Packing fraction (2%)
• Dilution factor (3%)
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• Polarization inhomogeneity (2%) 
• Density of target (ammonia) (1%) 
• Uneven radiation damage (3%)
• Beam/target misalignment (0.5%)
• Packing fraction (2%)
• Dilution factor (3%)

In terms of 
Q2, PT, xtarget
and the process (DY)
E1039 has a unique
kinematics setting
for the sea quarks
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Ø Initial attempts to measure the Sivers asymmetry for sea quark Sivers have been 
reported by the STAR collaboration at RHIC using W/Z boson production. Their data 
is statistically limited and favor a sign-change only if TMD evolutions effects are 
significantly smaller than expected.

Ø Lack of experimental data for smaller x to extract the sea quarks’ Sivers functions. 
* Various types of assumptions/treatment (flavor-independent and flavor-
dependent)
* Uncertainties through global fitting became large relative to the ‘valence’ quarks.

Ø SpinQuest will perform the first measurement
of the Sivers asymmetry in Drell-Yan 
proton-proton scattering
(clean probe compared to the SIDIS process 
because there is no fragmentation associated
with the process) from the sea quarks.

Anselmino et al (2009)

Echevarria et al (2021)



  

Fixed Target Drell-Yan: sensitivity 
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Figure 14: The kinematic acceptance of the E1039 experiment.

The experiment will be using the Fermilab main injector beam with an energy of 120 GeV and
a 4 second spill every minute. The maximum beam intensity will be ' 1013 protons per spill.

3.2 The Polarized Target

We will use the LANL-UVa polarized target which has been rebuilt and tested over the last three
years. The target system consists of a 5T superconducting split coil magnet, a 4He evaporation
refrigerator, a 140 GHz microwave source and a large 15000 m3/hr pumping system. The target
is polarized using Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) [52] and is shown schematically in Fig.
15. The beam direction is from left to right, and the magnetic field is vertical along the symmetry
axis, so that the target polarization is transverse to the beam direction. The target cells are shown
in gold color, with the top cell in the center of the split coils. The full system is shown in Fig. 16.

While the magnetic moment of the proton is too small to lead to a sizable polarization in a
5 T field, electrons in that field at 1 K are better than 99% polarized. By doping a suitable solid
target material with paramagnetic radicals to provide unpaired electron spins, one can make use
of the highly polarized state of the electrons. The dipole-dipole interaction between the nucleon
and the electron leads to hyperfine splitting, providing the coupling between the two spin species.
By applying a suitable microwave signal, the desired spin state is populated. We will use frozen
ammonia beads of NH3 and ND3 as the target material and create the paramagnetic radicals
(roughly 1019 spins/ml) through irradiation with a high intensity electron beam at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The cryogenic refrigerator, which works on the
principle of liquid 4He evaporation, can cool the bath to 1K, by lowering the 4He vapor pressure
down to less than 0.118 Torr. The polarization will be measured with three NMR coils per cell,
placed inside each target cell. The maximum polarization achieved with the proton (deuteron)
target is better than 98% (48%) and the ammonia bead packing fraction is about 60%. In our
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years. The target system consists of a 5T superconducting split coil magnet, a 4He evaporation
refrigerator, a 140 GHz microwave source and a large 15000 m3/hr pumping system. The target
is polarized using Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) [52] and is shown schematically in Fig.
15. The beam direction is from left to right, and the magnetic field is vertical along the symmetry
axis, so that the target polarization is transverse to the beam direction. The target cells are shown
in gold color, with the top cell in the center of the split coils. The full system is shown in Fig. 16.

While the magnetic moment of the proton is too small to lead to a sizable polarization in a
5 T field, electrons in that field at 1 K are better than 99% polarized. By doping a suitable solid
target material with paramagnetic radicals to provide unpaired electron spins, one can make use
of the highly polarized state of the electrons. The dipole-dipole interaction between the nucleon
and the electron leads to hyperfine splitting, providing the coupling between the two spin species.
By applying a suitable microwave signal, the desired spin state is populated. We will use frozen
ammonia beads of NH3 and ND3 as the target material and create the paramagnetic radicals
(roughly 1019 spins/ml) through irradiation with a high intensity electron beam at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The cryogenic refrigerator, which works on the
principle of liquid 4He evaporation, can cool the bath to 1K, by lowering the 4He vapor pressure
down to less than 0.118 Torr. The polarization will be measured with three NMR coils per cell,
placed inside each target cell. The maximum polarization achieved with the proton (deuteron)
target is better than 98% (48%) and the ammonia bead packing fraction is about 60%. In our
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A =
�(punb p"t )� �(punb p#t )

�(punb p"t ) + �(punb p#t )

From E1039 proposal

Ø SpinQuest will be able to explore
a new region of kinematics for 𝐽/𝜓
compare to the PHENIX measurements

Ø 𝐽/𝜓 production:
Ø PHENIX à 𝑔𝑔 fusion at 𝑠 =200 GeV
Ø SpinQuest à 𝑞(𝑞 annihilation at 𝑠 = 15.5 GeV

Measurement:
The amplitude of the azimuthal angular 
modulation of the outgoing particles’ (di-muons) 
scattering cross section with respect to the 
transverse spin direction of the polarized proton.
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Ø 120 GeV/c proton beam
Ø 𝑠 = 15.5 GeV
Ø Projected beam

v 5×10!"𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙 Where 𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙 ≈ 4.4 𝑠/𝑚𝑖𝑛
v Bunches of 1𝑛𝑠 with 19𝑛𝑠 intervals ~ 53 𝑀𝐻𝑧
v 7×10!#𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 on target! 19



  

Advantage of the Main Injector

And  E1039

20
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Solid Iron Focusing 
Magnet, Hadron 
absorber and beam 
dump

4.9m Mom. 
Meas.
(KTeV 
Magnet)

Hadron Absorber (Iron Wall)

Station 4:
Hodoscope array
Prop tube tracking

Station 2 and 3:
Hodoscope array
Drift Chamber 
tracking

Drawing:  
T. O’Connor 
and K. Bailey

Station 1:
Hodoscope 
array
MWPC 
tracking

Polarized solid 
NH3 & ND3 
target setup

polarized NH3

Spectrometer for Sivers asymmetry measurements

9

120 GeV
Proton

v Designed for high intensity proton beam 
(5×10!"𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙 with 4.4s spill) 

v 8 cm long solid NH3 and ND3 target cells 
v Magnetic Field: B = 5 T with uniformity 𝑑𝐵⁄𝐵 < 10#$

over 8 cm
v 4He evaporation refrigerator ( 3 W of maximum 

cooling power) keeping the target at 1.1 K.
v 140 GHz microwave source (with DNP technique)
v Helium Liquefier System (200 L/day) for sustainable 

cooling  
21
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gHe tanks
LN2 tank

roots pumps : 
pumping power 17K m3 per hour

Helium Liquefier
System (200L/day)



23From beam down-stream Beam-window and superconducting magnet From target cave to beam-upstream
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Ø Beam (∽ 2.5%)
• Relative luminosity
• Drifts
• Scraping

Ø Analysis sources (< 3.5% )
• Tracking efficiency
• Trigger & geometrical acceptance
• Mixed background
• Shape of DY

Ø Target (< 6 %)
• TE calibration
• Polarization inhomogeneity
• Density of target (NH3(s))
• Uneven radiation damage
• Beam-Target misalignment
• Packing fraction
• Dilution factor

4

Updated Projections of Error 

Beam(2.5%):
• Relative Luminosity (~1%) 
• Drifts (<2%)
• Scraping (~1%) 

Analysis sources(3.5%):
• Tracking Efficiency (1.5%)
• Trigger and Geometrical Acceptance (<2%) 
• Mixed background  (3%)
• Shape of DY (~1%)

Target(6-7%)
• TE calibration (P-2.5% D-4.5%)
• Polarization inhomogeneity (2%) 
• Density of target (ammonia) (1%) 
• Uneven radiation damage (3%)
• Beam/target misalignment (0.5%)
• Packing fraction (2%)
• Dilution factor (3%)

Polarized Target

• Designed for high intensity proton 
beam (4 × 10^12 proton/ 4 sec) by 
LANL-UVA group
• 8 cm long solid NH3 and ND3 targets

• Magnetic Field: B = 5 T with 
⁄,; ; < 10D9 over 8 cm

• 4He evaporation refrigerator ( 3 W of 
maximum cooling power)

• 140 GHz microwave source

3/23/21 26

Source: Zulkaida, Joshua 

Abinash Pun, NMSU

x2 bin < x2 >
NH3 (p") ND3 (d") n"

N �A (%) N �A (%) �A(%)
0.10 - 0.16 0.139 5.0⇥ 104 3.2 5.8⇥ 104 4.3 5.4
0.16 - 0.19 0.175 4.5⇥ 104 3.3 5.2⇥ 104 4.6 5.7
0.19 - 0.24 0.213 5.7⇥ 104 2.9 6.6⇥ 104 4.1 5.0
0.24 - 0.60 0.295 5.5⇥ 104 3.0 6.4⇥ 104 4.1 5.1

Table 4: Event yield and statistical precision of the AN measurement in each of the x2 bins for the
NH3 (p") and ND3 (d") targets, and the deduced AN measurement precision for polarized n.

3.6 Polarization Measurements

3.6.1 Proton Polarization Measurements

The proton spin polarization is measured with a continuous-wave NMR system based on the
Liverpool Q-meter design [51] and recently upgraded at LANL. The Q-meter works as part of a
circuit with phase sensitivity designed to respond to the change of the impedance in the NMR
coil. The radio-frequent (RF) susceptibility of the material is inductively coupled to the NMR coil
which is part of a series LCR circuit, tuned to the Larmor frequency of the nuclei being probed.
The output, consisting of a DC level digitized and recorded as a target event [52] in the target
data acquisition system.

The polarized target NMR and data acquisition includes the software control system, the Rohde
& Schwarz RF generator (R&S), the Q-meter enclosure, and the target cavity insert. The Q-meter
enclosure is a standard VME crate, containing a series of Q-meter circuit boards with separate
connection cables which are used for di↵erent target cup cells during the experiment. The target
material and NMR coil are held in polychlorotrifluorethylene (Kel-F) cells with the whole target
insert cryogenically cooled to 1 K. Kel-F is used because it contains no free protons.

The R&S generator produces a RF signal which is frequency modulated to sweep over the
frequency range of interest. Typically, the R&S responds to an external modulation, sweeping
linearly from 400 kHz below to 400 kHz above the Larmor frequency. The signal from the R&S
is connected to the NMR coils within the target material. To avoid degrading reflections in the
long connection from the NMR coil to the electronics, a standing wave can be created in the
transmission cable by selecting a length of cable that is an integer multiple of the half-wavelength
of the resonant frequency. This specialized connection cable is known as the �/2 cable and is a
semi-rigid cable with a teflon based dielectric. The NMR coil consists of a set of loops made of
70/30 copper-nickel tube, which minimizes interaction with the proton beam. The coil opens up
into an oval shape spanning approximately 2 cm inside the cup. It is possible to enhance the signal
to noise ratio by taking multiple frequency sweeps and averaging the signals. A completion of the
set number of sweeps results in a single target event with a time stamp. The averaged signal is
integrated to obtain a NMR polarization area for that event. Each target event written contains
all NMR system parameters and the target environment variables needed to calculate the final
polarization.

A target NMR calibration measurement or Thermal Equilibrium measurement (TE) is used to
find a proportionality relation to determine the enhanced polarization under a range of thermal
conditions given the area of the “Q-curve” NMR signal at the same magnetic field. The magnetic
moment in the external field results in a set of 2J+1 energy sublevels through Zeeman interaction,
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A. Prokudin et al (in progress)
I. Fernando, D. Keller  (Preliminary)



Article

Extended Data Fig. 3 | Reconstructed invariant mass spectra.  
a, b, Reconstructed muon-pair invariant-mass spectra for the liquid hydrogen 
(a) and liquid deuterium (b) targets. In the lower mass region, the predominant 
signal is produced by J/!!"!µ+µ# decay, followed by µ+µ# decay of !$. The 
prominence of the J/! peak provides a calibration point for the absolute field of 
the solid iron magnet. At invariant masses above 4.5!GeV/c2, the Drell–Yan 

process becomes the dominant feature. The data are shown as red points. 
Additionally, Monte Carlo (MC) simulated distributions of Drell–Yan, J/! and !$, 
along with measured random-coincidence and empty-target backgrounds, are 
shown. The sum of these is shown in the blue solid curve labelled ‘MC sum’. The 
normalizations of the Monte Carlo and the random background were from a fit 
to the data.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Reconstructed invariant mass spectra.  
a, b, Reconstructed muon-pair invariant-mass spectra for the liquid hydrogen 
(a) and liquid deuterium (b) targets. In the lower mass region, the predominant 
signal is produced by J/!!"!µ+µ# decay, followed by µ+µ# decay of !$. The 
prominence of the J/! peak provides a calibration point for the absolute field of 
the solid iron magnet. At invariant masses above 4.5!GeV/c2, the Drell–Yan 

process becomes the dominant feature. The data are shown as red points. 
Additionally, Monte Carlo (MC) simulated distributions of Drell–Yan, J/! and !$, 
along with measured random-coincidence and empty-target backgrounds, are 
shown. The sum of these is shown in the blue solid curve labelled ‘MC sum’. The 
normalizations of the Monte Carlo and the random background were from a fit 
to the data.

Nature 590, 561–565 (2021) Nature 590, 561–565 (2021) 

ØMonte-Carlo describe data well
ØBetter resolution than expected

• 𝛿𝜎F(𝐽/𝜓) ~ 220 MeV
• 𝛿𝜎F(𝐷𝑌) ~ truth-reconstructed from event-by-event MC
• 𝐽/𝜓 and 𝜓’ separation

The projected event selection/reconstruction 
is expected to be the same for E1039
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Ø 2018, March: DOE approval 
Ø 2018, May: Fermilab stage-2 approval 
Ø 2018, June: E906 decommissioned 
Ø 2019, May: Transferred the polarized target from UVA to Fermilab 
Ø Now: commission all components using cosmic rays, 

Target Cooldown Commissioning 
Ø Polarized target commissioning will be completed by January 2023
Ø E1039 first beam commissioning starts in January 2023 

[Run for 2+ years, 2023-2025+] 
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Ø SpinQuest will perform the first measurement of the Sivers asymmetry in Drell-Yan 
proton-proton scattering from the sea quarks ()𝑢 & �̅�) with sign.

A direct QCD prediction is a Sivers effect in the Drell-Yan process 
that has the opposite sign compared to the one in semi-inclusive DIS.

Ø Measurement of Sivers function for gluons (J/psi TSSA) 
Ø Explore a unique range of virtualities and transverse momenta not accessible through 

Z0 /W± measurements 
Ø Extensions: transversity, tensor charge, tensor polarized observables, 

dark sector, polarized proton beam,... 

  

SpinQuest Goals

 Consider a nucleonic pion cloud

|p> = |p0> + |Nπ> + |Δπ> + …

Pions Jp=0- Nega�ve Parity

Need L=1 to get proton’s Jp=½+

Sea quarks should carry orbital angular momentum. 

LaLce 

QCD:

K.-F. Liu et al arXiv:1203.6388

DS
q
»25%

2 L
q
»46% (0%(valence)+46%(sea))

2 J
g
»25%

 Interference between spin-Rip and non-Rip amplitudes w/diSerent phases

 SoT gluons 
– “gauge links” required for color gauge invariance

–Re-interac�ons are &nal (or ini�al) state … and may be process dependent!

QDC Gauge Invariance

27



Ø Deuteron is a Spin-1 has two polarization profiles: Vector Polarization and Tensor Polarization  
Ø Transvesly vector polarized Deuteron target at SpinQuest, facilitate access to the sea-quark transversity

Ø Transverly Tensor polarized Deuteron à Tensor structure of the Deuteron, gluon transversity and 
clean       transversity from                  states

28

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.01249
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2020.164504

7

Summing over the polarizations of the produced leptons, the expression for the Drell-Yan cross-section using a
transversely polarized nucleon target contains five transverse spin-dependent asymmetries. This part of the di↵erential
cross-section can be expressed as [45],

d�

dq4d⌦
/ �̂U

n
1 + ST

h
D1A

sin's

T
sin's +D2

⇣
A

sin(2'cs�'s)
T

sin (2'cs � 's) +A
sin(2'cs+'cs)
T

sin (2'cs + 's)
⌘io

, (4)

where q is the four-momentum of the virtual photon, �̂U = (F 1
U
+ F

2
U
)(1 + �cos2✓cs), F 1

U
, F 2

U
are the polarization

and azimuth-independent structure functions, and polar asymmetry � is given as � = (F 1
U
� F

2
U
)/(F 1

U
+ F

2
U
). D1 =

(1+cos2✓cs)/(1+�cos2✓cs) and D2 = sin2✓cs/(1+�cos2✓cs). The angles 'cs, ✓cs, and ⌦, the solid angle of the lepton,
are defined in the Collins-Soper frame [37]. Naturally, ST is the transverse part of the nucleon spin, and the azimuthal
angle 'S is the transverse spin orientation ST of the target (determined in the target rest frame).

With the deuteron, one can measure observables from the spin-1/2 neutron-proton pair; with our kinematics, these
are specific to the sea-quarks. It is also possible to measure observables specific to the spin-1 target as a whole. To
extract the transverse spin TMDs in the deuteron, one has to measure the p+d

" transverse spin asymmetry with the
target either in the vector or tensor polarization state. The polarization of the solid-state target can be manipulated
with RF-techniques. The RF spin manipulation to orient the target ensemble specific to a particular observable can
be achieved in-between beam spills, optimizing the figure of merit for the beam-target interaction time. The time
between beam spills required by the FNAL main injector (55.6 sec) is an advantage, in this case, allowing time to
selectively optimize the target to isolate specific sea-quark and gluon observables of interest using novel RF polarized
target technology. The time between beam spills also allows target spin flips per spill, reducing the time-dependant
drifts in the target asymmetry measurements.

In Drell-Yan lepton-pair production with transversely polarized nucleons in the initial state, the TSA A
sin's

T
is

related to the Sivers TMD by a convolution, and the QCD predicted sign-change can be measured in the Drell-Yan
process when compared at the same kinematics to the semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering process (SIDIS). The

other two asymmetries, Asin(2'cs�'s)
T

and A
sin(2'cs+'s)
T

, are related to convolutions of the beam Boer-Mulders (h?
1 )

and the target transversity (h1) or pretzelosity (h?
1T ) such that,

Boer-Mulders⌦ Boer-Mulders : A
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T
/ h

?q

1 ⌦ h
?q

1 (5)

Unpolarized⌦ Sivers : A
sin's

T
/ f

q

1 ⌦ f
?q

1T (6)

Boer-Mulders⌦ Transversity : A
sin(2'cs�'s)
T

/ h
?q

1 ⌦ h
q

1 (7)

Boer-Mulders⌦ Pretzelosity : A
sin(2'cs+'s)
T

/ h
?q

1 ⌦ h
?q

1T . (8)

Combined with the kinematic information and the target polarization, we can access the TMDs given the experimental
asymmetries. Specifically, for a vector polarized deuteron target at SpinQuest, we can get access to the sea-quark
transversity by focusing on the single spin asymmetry [46],

A
sin('cs+'s)

qT

MN

UT

����
pD"!l+l�X

' �

h
4h?(1)

1u (xp) + h
?(1)
1d (xp)

i ⇥
h̄1u (xD") + h̄1d (xD")

⇤

[4f1u (xp) + f1d (xp)]
⇥
f̄1u (xD") + f̄1d (xD")

⇤ . (9)

Here, the Boer-Mulders function (h?q

1 ) portion can also be measured in the cos(2'cs) term of the unpolarized Drell-
Yan measurement [47]. Using the strictly vector polarized deuteron target provides a clean probe to the d̄-quark
transversity h̄1d. This is a primary motivation of this proposal and physically represents the d̄-quark polarization in
the transversely polarized deuteron. To optimize such an experiment, the target should be only vector polarized in
the transverse vertical direction, unlike the standard Boltzmann equilibrium spin configured deuteron target required
for SpinQuest E1039, which contains a mix of vector and tensor polarized deuterons. It is necessary to mitigate
contamination from the tensor polarized observables to isolate quark polarization contribution to the TSA. Such a
target requires special treatment and is discussed later in Section IVC5.
Unlike the Sivers function [35], the quark transversity and pretzelosity are predicted to exhibit true, or genuine,

universality and do not have a sign-change between SIDIS and Drell-Yan exhibited by conditional universality. These
universality relations provide a set of fundamental QCD predictions that must be checked experimentally. These are
summarized as,
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I. INTRODUCTION

How is the quantum spin built in composite systems? This is the quintessential question of Spin Physics. E↵orts
to answer this question have resulted in the realization that hadrons and nuclei have an increasingly complex internal
structure, likely involving quark orbital angular momentum (OAM) as well as gluonic and sea-quark contributions.
The depth of this structure and these dynamics is just more recently beginning to be realized, due in large part to
novel experimentation. The next generation of Spin Physics experiments is now driven by a modern understanding of
spin and must leverage the techniques and technology developed in recent years to acquire new data with a broader
physics reach.
The spin of nucleons and nuclei is well known, but how the internal mechanisms of motion and conservation manifest

to preserve this fixed quantized spin is still not clear. What is clear is that spin, like mass, appears to be an emergent
quantity based on constituent movement and interaction with the vacuum. Since the pivotal results provided by the
EMC collaboration [1], the particle physics community has striven to make sense of experimental results, leading to
extensive theoretical development. Decades of experimental studies on high-energy polarized-hadron reactions have
been performed to clarify the origin of spin mainly through longitudinally-polarized structure functions, sparking
considerable work on how to decompose the nucleon spin, see reviews [2–6].
Studying the spin structure of the nucleon and nuclei is a complex subject, as the internal motion of the partons

is relativistic, and it is non-trivial to define the angular momenta. In addition, gluon spin is generally thought to be
gauge dependent [7], but there are investigations into quark-gluon spin components and OAM contribution in a gauge
invariant way [8]. Considering the nonpeturbative nature of these studies, calculations based solely on first principles
of QCD are prohibitively challenging. The parton model [9] illustrates the nucleon as a collection of quasi-free quarks,
antiquarks, and gluons, with longitudinal momentum distributions described by parton densities. The formalism of
collinear factorization directly connects these concepts to QCD and provides the foundational framework needed in
Spin Physics, but only quantifies structure in a single spatial dimension.
To investigate partons in the plane transverse to the direction of motion of its parent nucleon requires the Generalized

Parton Distributions (GPDs) and Transverse Momentum Distributions (TMDs) [10]. For both GPDs and TMDs, the
relevant scales are in the non-perturbative domain, in contrast to the longitudinal momentum fractions on which all
types of parton distributions depend. Subject to kinematics, the TMDs and GPDs can contain much more information
on non-perturbative phenomena and are critical to the interpretation of spin dependent hadron-hadron and lepton-
hadron collisions, providing the advantage of a multi-dimensional exploration of the structure of nucleons and nuclei.
Through this avenue, Spin Physics studies of the strong force in its non-perturbative domain and beyond can also
provide insight into color confinement as well as the origin of dynamic mass and charge density. The culmination
of Spin Physics has yet to come, but, ultimately, experiments will reveal exactly how partonic interactions manifest
into hadronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. The spin decomposition using lattice QCD (LQCD) [11–15] also

FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the shape of the deuteron for two specified equidensity surfaces. Here, the deuteron is in
the MJ = 1 spin state. The same is similar for MJ = �1. Image from Argonne National Lab.

provides a guiding light. E↵orts have been made recently to obtain x-dependent parton distributions from LQCD [16].
Calculations of the nucleon spin from first principle simulations are beginning to provide results with control over all
systematics [17]. The best determined contributions so far are ⌃q(

1
2�q), the quark intrinsic spin contribution with

quark flavor (q = u, d, s, c); Jq, the quark total angular momentum; Jg, the gluon total angular momentum;
and Lq, the OAM of the quarks. The PNMDE [18] collaboration have published results for ⌃q(

1
2�q) and find
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FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the shape of the deuteron for two specified equidensity surfaces. Here the deuteron is in
the MJ = 0 spin state. Image from Argonne National Lab.

⌃q = 0.143(31)(36), consistent with the COMPASS value 0.13< 1
2�⌃<0.18 obtained at 3 GeV2 [19]. The ETMC

[20] collaboration has presented first results for Jq, Jg, and Lq [21] for the OAM of quarks. Within the next several
years, improved high performance computing resources will allow much higher precision LQCD calculations, which will
require much more experimental information as a basis for comparison. In fact, the greatest opportunity to deepen
our understanding will come from the intersection of consistent results from LQCD, phenomenology, and experiments
over a broad range of kinematics.
The next generation of experiments must attempt to measure gluon-spin and partonic OAM contributions and

further explore spin on a composite level by studying nuclei. To extract and understand this information, we need
to investigate both the longitudinal spatial structure and the transverse momentum structure using novel methods.
Though significant experimental progress has been made adding to the understanding of the spin structure of hadrons,
the data frequently leaves more questions to be answered. To understand the spin configuration of the nucleon and
nuclei in terms of quarks and gluons remains one of the most challenging and critical open problems in nuclear
physics [22, 23]. Vital experimental information is missing, especially around the transversely-polarized structure [24–
28], with only minimal studies on quark transversity distributions [29]. The transverse polarized target observables
provide unique and crucial details on the 3D picture. The internal workings of these observables are distinct from
those of the longitudinal structure, as the quark transversity distributions are decoupled from the gluon transversity
in the Q2 evolution [30–32] for polarized nuclei with spin �1, such as the deuteron, due to the helicity-flip (chiral-odd)
property.
The deuteron is the simplest spin-1 system and o↵ers a vast array of observables to explore as we begin to build the

composite spin picture of nuclei. The deuteron initially appears as a loosely bound pair of nucleons with spins aligned
(spin triplet state). However, the existence of the small quadrupole moment implies that these two nucleons are not
in a pure S-state of relative orbital angular momentum and that the force between them is not central. Taking into
account total spin and parity, an additional D-wave component is allowed. There are several layers to understanding
this system, starting with the tensor force. The deuteron would simply not be bound without the tensor force, and
there are geometric implications of this force on the deuteron structure which have yet to be explored on the quark
and gluon level. The spin configuration and alignment of the deuteron is a tool yet to be taken full advantage of. If a
deuteron can be aligned in such a fashion that it is in a MJ = ±1 magnetic substate (Fig. 1), where J is the spin of the
deuteron, then the deuteron can have two separate equidensity surface lobes depending on the energy density. This
configuration is associated with the standard spin-up and spin-down common to the spin-1/2 nucleon, but, for spin-1,
it is distinctly referred to as vector polarization. On the other hand, if the deuteron is in the MJ = 0 magnetic substate
(Fig. 2), then the equidensity surfaces that enclose the deuteron are toroidal in shape [33]. The hole in the torus is due
to the repulsive core of the N–N interaction, and the overall shape is largely governed by the tensor force. It is only
recently that the highly controlled manipulation of a solid-polarized target spin ensemble has allowed access to the
optimally aligned high density deuteron targets, allowing increased sensitivity to the correlations between geometric
properties and partonic degrees of freedom. The use of the Transverse Momentum Distribution functions (TMDs) of
polarizable nuclei o↵ers the necessary connective bridge, allowing us to explore how these geometric properties emerge
from quark and gluon dynamics.
We propose the first ever Spin-1 TMD measurements using a polarized deuteron target, including a direct mea-

surement of gluon transversity, while also for the first time measuring the sea-quark transversity distribution of the
deuteron/neutron. The gluon transversity was first mentioned in regards to Deep Inelastic Scattering [34]. Contribu-
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Fig. 11. NMR measurement of tensor enhancement maximized by using two locations
of ss-RF while rotating continuously at a fixed rate. The resulting tensor polarization
was approximately 36%.

a maximum tensor polarization enhancement during continuous DNP
and continuous rotation at a constant rate. These results indicate that
an absolute tensor polarization enhancement of around 15% given an
initial 50% vector polarization is viable under the standard conditions
of a scattering experiment. What we conclude from the analysis of the
data from rotation is that it is necessary to implement the ss-RF with
a power profile that is sensitive to the lineshape as a function the ss-
RF frequency, modulation range as well as target rotation rate. The
modulation range should be minimized while using rotation to reduce
excess RF-power load to the target. Rotation can be used to effectively
modulate even when the ss-RF is fixed.

There is additional measurement error when rotation is involved
due to the time dependence of the spectral diffusion. This error can
likely be reduced with further research and the development of online
rss-RF optimization software and measurement tools. This work is also
underway at UVA.

Fig. 12 shows a model of a rotating target which would be similar
to what would be used in a scattering experiment. The front and back
of the cup would be made of thin foil for the beam to pass through,
and the cup would be made to rotate around by a gear driven from the
perimeter of the cup. The ss-RF coil would be fixed to the target ladder
and not in contact with the rotating part of the cup, while the NMR coil
would be fixed on the inside of the ss-RF coil. The cup that was used
to take the measurements presented here is similar to this design.

5.3. Other RF techniques

The MAS technique is standard in solid-state NMR frequently used
in NMR spectroscopy to suppress dipolar broadening [26]. The local
field produced at an observed spin has components with symmetry like
those of second rank spherical harmonics. When the sample is spun,
local fields orthogonal to the spinning axis are rendered time dependent
and modulate the NMR signal at multiples of the spin rate. The resulting
NMR signal contains a set of side bands at multiples of the spin rate
and a center band whose width is determined by the distribution of
local fields along the rotation axis. For dipolar fields, the component
along a spinning axis oriented at angle � with respect to the holding
field is reduced by a factor of P2(cos�). For MAS, P2(cos�) = 0, and
dipolar broadening can be greatly suppressed. Complete suppression
requires that the spin rate be much larger than the magnitude of the
static coupling (usually tens of kHz). With high frequency spinning, the
side band intensities reduce to zero.

Some interactions, such as those from electric quadrupole fields,
do not average completely from MAS. In addition, if the rotation
is not at the magic angle, the averaging of all the interactions will

Fig. 12. Drawing of a possible design for a rss-RF cup that would work in a scattering
experiment. A thin foil lid and bottom would be used directly in the beam path. The
microwave horn and the rotation drive are also visible.

not be complete. We expect that there is an avenue of research of
high frequency rotation off the magic angle that may also provide
additional tensor polarization enhancement for the solid-state spin-1
target. There are, of course, challenges of high frequency rotation in a
DNP environment, let alone in a scattering experiment with continuous
beam.

Additional techniques are also being investigated that explore tools
like adiabatic fast passage (AFP) of the solid targets of interest. Much
of the concern with using low tensor polarization in a small asymmetry
measurement comes from the systematic uncertainty associated with
time dependent drifts. These types of uncertainties can be reduced by
either using two targets of different helicity in the beam-line simulta-
neously or flipping the target polarization more frequently. In the case
of tensor polarization, AFP can also be used to put the target in an
enhanced state for a time, as well as to put the target in an unpolarized
state for a time. The flip between these states using AFP is on the order
of milliseconds. Unfortunately, these techniques work best after the
DNP has stopped, but it could be used as part of a continuous averaging
approach. It is also possible to maximize tensor enhancement and
mitigate vector polarization using RF similar RF techniques. This allows
the separation of some tensor and vector observables and provides a
much cleaner extraction. These and other approaches will be addressed
in further publications.

6. Conclusion

To achieve the highest figure-of-merit (FOM) in scattering experi-
ments which require a solid-state tensor polarized target, it is necessary
to maximize the tensor polarization throughout the beam target interac-
tion time. Optimization of the tensor polarization of the spin-1 target
ensemble can be achieved by applying ss-RF irradiation at select fre-
quencies with the necessary power. Experimental results are provided
demonstrating the degree of enhancement using the ss-RF technique to
manipulate and measure the CW-NMR signal. Optimization is achieved
using a critical RF decay constant that is controlled by the amplitude
of the RF. The RF partially saturates the overlapping regions of the
Pake doublet corresponding to Pzz(R) < 0 for positive tensor polar-
ization. Enhancement results from reducing the negative contributions
to the tensor polarization while simultaneously increasing the positive
contributions.

Additional tensor polarization enhancement is achieved by slow
rotation of the sample while applying the manipulating RF (rss-RF).
This results in a maximized absolute tensor polarization enhancement
of around 15% given an initial 50% vector polarization.
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